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north america: the eskimos. kaj birket-smith - the eskimos. kaj birket-smith. (vii, 250 pp., 32 pls., map.
$5.00. new york: e. p. dutton, 1936.) dr birket-smith’s volume is another illustration of the fruitfulness of his
method in handling the extensive data now available concerning the life of peoples of the north. the distinction
accorded him by scientific bodies of europe as a of kaj birket-smith - anthrosourceinelibrary.wiley - by
kaj birket-smith sind uns ein buch mit sieben siegeln. was ihr den geist der zeiten heisst, das ist im grund der
herren eigner geist, in dem die zeiten sich bespiegeln.” goethe: fazlst, i. i n this number of the american
anthropologist dr. therkel mathiassen has published an article the principal contents of which is net - khm.uio
- discussed by birket-smith (1945) in his description of ethnographical collec tions from the northwest passage.
after a comparison of netsilik and copper eskimo culture elements, birket-smith (ibid,, 271) concluded that "it
is evident that within the central eskimos the copper tribes are farther re [start kap] indigenous inuit law,
“western” law and ... - indigenous inuit law, “western” law and northern issues 201 1. introduction over the
years many prominent representatives of the indigenous and academic community, anthropologists,
sociologists, ethnographers and jurists have looked at the core di!erences and similarities that de"ne the
essence of indigenous law the work of knud rasmussen in the canadian arctic as ... - the work of knud
rasmussen in the canadian arctic as described by rcmp inspector stuart wood ... the work of knud rasmussen in
the canadian arctic as described by rcmp inspector stuart wood ... mathiassen, archaeologist, dr. birket-smith,
ethnologist, helge bangsted, assistant ethnologist. three families of greenland eskimo; one halfbreed ... the
knud rasmussen memorial expedition introduction - was the right man to make the eskimos yield their
best. right from the start it was knud rasmussen's intention to trace the migration routes of the eskimos back
to the point of origin. the area of smith sund must always have been important to eskimos migrating from the
islands of arctic canada via ellesmere island to greenland. does culture play a significant role in the
success of ... - “does culture play a significant role in reindeer herding in alaska?” vick p. 1 does culture play
a significant role in the success of reindeer herding in alaska? by gale k. vick for hlrm120 february 2014 ...
(eskimos, dr. kaj birket-smith, rhodos, copenhagen, 1971) frederica de laguna - national academy of
sciences - frederica de laguna to ensure that her works would remain in print and her unfinished manuscripts
would be published and made available, goals that one hopes will be fulfilled. her professional papers are at
the smith-sonian’s national anthropological archives and have been made accessible by a register (wang
2006). resale for not - uaf - the author wishes to express thanks to dr. harold e. driver who directed the
thesis, and to drs. margaret lantis and ... (birket-smith, 1953, p. 81). lantis reported that both polygyny and ...
possible that among these eskimos the desire for male offspring has had frederica de laguna - repository frederica annis lopez de leo de laguna was born in ann arbor, michigan, on october 3, 1906, to grace mead
andrus and theodore lopez de leo de laguna, both of whom spent their entire careers teaching philosophy at
bryn mawr college, where freddy arrived at the age of one. her family upbringing and her arctic
pharmacognosia - university of calgary - monial use of natural products among the north alaskan eskimos
(spencer 1959, p. 328) and the copper eskimos of central canada (jenness 1922, 191). eskimos of western
greenland have been found to use herbs, and labrador eskimos use kelp (seaweed) and twigs of rosemary as
drugs (ackerknecht 1948, p. 920). resale for not - uaf - uses of the same or similar plants among other
alaskan eskimos. the comparative material is drawn largely from the bering sea eskimo (nelson, 1899; lantis,
1946, 1947) and the reports of anderson (1939), heller (1953), and birket-smith (1953). no attempt has been
made eske brun* g reenland - university of calgary - sor, h. p. steensby, was studying the polar eskimos,
the most northern people in the world, and peary’s faithful companions; the people who ulti- mately took him
to the pole. in 1924 appeared another classic, birket-smith’s “ethnography of the egedesminde district” which
actually deals with the
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